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This paper discusses the concept of mobility in twenty-ﬁrst-century
cities. Although the issues with which cities now grapple are vastly dif-
ferent from the problems that they confronted in the twentieth century,
we continue to live on a foundation that was laid over the years of the
past. From that perspective, we need to understand that the destructive
reform—“innovation”—so crucial to themobility on which urban activi-
ty depends cannot necessarily ignore the cumulative knowledge we
have heretofore amassed.
After explaining the need for innovation from a conceptual stand-
point, this paper interprets past efforts, examines several Japan-based
cases of urban transportation that I have had the opportunity to re-
search, and uses these ﬁndings to induce an argument on twenty-
ﬁrst-century mobility. The paper centers on two key concepts: the
idea of “designing” mobility and the assumption that mobility needs
to be “connected.”c and Safety Sciences.
iences. Production and hos2. Literature review
The most important piece of literature to any exploration of
twentieth-century urban transportation is Trafﬁc in Towns (often called
the “Buchanan Report”), a report and book published by a team led by
Sir Colin Buchanan [1]. Released in the 1960s in the United Kingdom,
the report makes concrete arguments about how cities should incorpo-
rate cars in the developing context of motorization. The volume, which
uses case studies to explain the relationships between roads and cities
from the cross-sectional to city-block standpoints, remains a point of
reference in university classes on urban transportation. The connections
between cars and cities have always formed amajor thematic construct,
and that importance is as clear as ever today. Developing countries are
currently coming to grips with urban motorization under much more
exposed and vulnerable terms than developed countries have tradition-
ally encountered.
Of all the great works on urban transportation policy, British archi-
tect Brian Richard's Transport in Cities [2]—a volumewhose title is some-
what of an homage to the Buchanan Report—does a remarkable job of
presenting the contemporary issues of urban transportation in a com-
pact, well-illustrated fashion. The Japanese version of the book, translat-
ed and generously supplemented byNamiki Oka and his colleagues, has
received high acclaim, aswell. Richard's pivotal work also calls attention
to the importance of framing urban transportation in the contexts ofting by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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and more.
Since the publication of Transport in Cities, the research community
has produced many seminal works that focus on narrower topics in
specialized ﬁelds but relatively few that make comprehensive, far-
reaching studies of next-generation mobility. Of the small number of
works that fall into the latter category, Kenneth Small's The Economics
of Urban Transportation [3], which takes an economic stance on urban
transportation, Susan Hanson's The Geography of Urban Transportation
[4], which foregrounds a geographical perspective, and several World
Bank reports on developing countries are particularly enlightening.
I am still much too inexperienced to write anything approaching the
standards of quality set by these works, but I hope to use the output of
the pioneers discussed above as a foundation for addressing the future
of urban transportation through a framework of past practical research
and observational studies on the topic.
3. The conceptual conditions of designing connected mobility
3.1. The importance of “designing” mobility
The academic discipline of transportation planning was used to re-
volve arounddemand forecasting, which represented an important pro-
cess in obtaining quantitative ﬁndings that could corroborate the need
for road infrastructure, railroad facilities, and other elements of the so-
cial transportation infrastructure. Meanwhile, the study of trafﬁc engi-
neering has adopted a more practical perspective that sought to solve
trafﬁc ﬂow and safety issues through the application of engineering
concepts; it has taken an extremely dedicated approach to “motoriza-
tion” and the problems of trafﬁc accidents that come along with it.
Looking at cities themselves, one can also see how actual conditions
and frameworks have continued to transform and evolve. The examples
are many: years ago, the prominent thrust was the idea of vigorously
pushing forward from industrial development to economic growth.
That gradually gave way to, for instance, the idea of respecting cities
as collections of valuable historical stock, the idea of focusing on urban
poverty issues to promote social participation of the lower classes, the
idea of encouraging the social inclusion of elderly people unable to
drive their family cars, the idea of conserving supplies of limited re-
sources, the idea of building “creative cities” that uncover new value
through enhanced personal interaction and activity, and the idea of
fostering sustainable cities that aim to cut down on carbon dioxide
emissions in hopes of combating global warming and strive to balance
economic efﬁciency. These are just several transitions that illustrate
this evolutionary process.
From the perspectives of the environment, welfare, and urban eco-
nomics, car trafﬁc has become an increasingly important issue to con-
front. Many cities have changed their constructs and environments on
the assumption that people would be using cars—and these cities are
now experiencing the difﬁculties of the problems outlined above.
Given these realities, it would be fair to say that any effort to establish
the ideal form, circumstances, and orientation of a city has to take trans-
portation into consideration. Buchanan underscored this idea in his dis-
cussion of central London with the concept of “trafﬁc architecture.”
Incorporating the transportation function into the city-formation
process is an element of urban design. One could also very well say
that transportation ﬁgures prominently into the process of weaving
the complex web of interactions among residential housing, green
spaces, and the resulting scenery into the larger fabric of the city land-
scape. Framing transportation too ﬁrmly as a purely engineering-
oriented endeavor confuses the issue; although transportation has
facets that belong squarely in the engineering category, researchers
have to approach transportation from a more interdisciplinary vantage
point. In this paper, “transportation” is thus best understood as “mobil-
ity.” If urban design serves to shape people's lives and lifestyles by
tweaking the positioning and conﬁguration of buildings, roads, andparks, “mobility” design would be a better ﬁt than “transportation” de-
sign to describe the process of constructing environments and possibil-
ities for movement. Mobility design, like virtually all other components
of urban design, has to come to terms with an array of different condi-
tions. The concept that ﬁts these ideas most neatly is the UK's method
of Comprehensive Trafﬁc Management (CTM) [5], which uses maps to
manage the capacity, demand, and priority levels of existing, historic
central city areas in the larger consensus-forming process. For the city
to control the cars—and not the other way around—on limited road
space in a limited urban area, there is an obvious need for meticulously
deﬁned priorities governing road space capacity, the corresponding
demand levels, and the corresponding zones and time periods. The
resulting arrangement of these priorities is the design of mobility. Situ-
ated on the conceptual plane between demand forecasting and road
safety, mobility design plays an integral role in keeping the two con-
nected. In this regard, innovation of mobility is required.
3.2. The importance of “connected” mobility
The keyword of this paper is “connected mobility.” Mobility de-
signed in the context discussed above is an urban activity. Just as a
city exists in a nexus of diverse elements, mobility also exists in a “con-
nected” environment; this is the notion at the foundation of the idea
that urban transportation demand is derived, not primary, in nature.
As a “derived” demandhas to come from something else, there is no fea-
sibleway to discuss it without addressing the underlying process of der-
ivation. Intertwined with a multitude of different elements in the city
setting, mobility is no exception—it cannot exist alone.
IATSS uses the term “mobile society” in a variety of settings, but it
must also use its interdisciplinary and international character to lead
the way in showing the global audience that “mobility” is a concept in-
herently embedded in a multitude of different connections.
In the ITS world, “connected” refers to “connected vehicles” linked
by information and telecommunications technology. While the idea of
“connected mobility” in this paper might often rely on the invocation
of such technology to address the ways various elements relate to one
another in the city context, it is important to understand that the “mo-
bility” concept here does not always fall within the boundaries of this
technical category.
4. Reading past case studies
In this chapter, I examine the idea of connectedmobility through the
lenses of past practice-oriented projects and a case study on policies in
Curitiba, Brazil, where I conducted numerous ﬁeld studies over a period
of nearly 20 years. Allow me to note here that I arrived at the idea of
connected mobility only very recently; the concept had not yet begun
to emerge into my subconscious when I was working on the projects
discussed below. I have also chosen to withhold some of the speciﬁc
place names and other information pertaining to the studies.
4.1. Bus terminal design [6]
In Japan, projects aiming to design bus terminals often run into
disagreements about how many bus berths the terminal should have
and how the terminal should allocate activities to different operators.
The objective function of the operators is to secure as many berths as
possible. For the effort to design the Aobadai Station bus terminal
(in Yokohama), which I started working on in 1987, I helped establish
a theoretical foundation for minimizing the number of bus berths,
given the land area and design conditions in play, and make sure that
the extra space in the design would be available for pedestrians and
waiting riders. The design intentionally interfered with the ﬂow of
drop-off station access (“kiss-and-ride” users) in hopes of reducing traf-
ﬁc volume in front of the station, but achieving this aim also required
improvements in bus convenience; this meant facilitating bus–train
Fig. 2. Interpreting connected mobility in the context of community buses and conven-
tional buses.
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users. Although these efforts may not have produced the desired
decreases in drop-off trafﬁc, the quality of the bus terminal kept the
number of bus users from falling. By interweaving the bus operator
and bus user perspectives, establishing a layout designed to alleviate
road congestion by discouraging drop-off access and securing the prop-
er ﬂow lines for bus access, and providing better guidance information,
the simple bus terminal design for Aobadai Station successfully pushed
the idea of human mobility forward (Fig. 1).
4.2. Community bus planning [7]
Since 1995, route designs for smaller, government-implemented
buses (“community buses”) have risen to prominence over the conven-
tional operator-led bus routes in Japan. Political reasons have been the
motivating factors behind this displacement inmost cases, and the gen-
eral disregard for subsidies and the overall urban transportation system
have led to an increase in examples of inefﬁcient operations. In one of
the cases that I was involved in (Ryugasaki City), however, the city
discontinued the traditional welfare bus system, established a commu-
nity bus setup with the freed-up funding, and conducted Japan's ﬁrst-
ever demonstration experiment on time-based discounts in hopes of
eliminating the resulting imbalance with the existing operators. In
policy terms, the experiment entailed lowering the maximum fares for
the existing ﬁxed-route buses from 480 yen to 200 yen during the
operating hours for the 100-yen community buses and using govern-
ment funds to cover any losses that existing ﬁxed-route buses might
suffer. The ﬁxed-route buses ended up with increases in ridership,
which saved the city from having to make any ﬁscal sacriﬁces in assis-
tance. Thanks tomeasures that improved connectivity with the existing
ﬁxed-route network, the community bus system also secured its initial
target demand.
In many cases in Japan, the parties involved have managed to both
resolve overall imbalance and attain policy objectives by making con-
ventional ﬁxed-route buses part of planning that adheres to epoch-
making community bus feasibility (Fig. 2).
4.3. Dynamic park-and-ride study [8]
Policies aiming to transform private car access to tourist locations
into park-and-ride systems have a relatively long history, but they
often struggle to get off the ground: not only are users generally in the
dark about such projects, but also the government agencies behindFig. 1. Interpreting connectedmobility in the context of bus terminal design (based on ex-
periences at Aobadai Station).park-and-ride initiatives created to target the so-called “tourism sea-
son” also tend to fall into a rut and lose steam. Not all projects are
doomed, however. A Kanazawa City initiative that I was part of in
1997 conducted a demonstration experiment based on a preliminary
survey that suggested the possibility of a modal shift through appropri-
ate real-time information provision. Here, “appropriate provision”
means offering real-time information on alternative means of trans-
portation in a comparable format. Munich, Germany had already
implemented a policy designed to redirect private car users to the
park-and-ride option by offering real-time information on transfer
pathways—an approach called “dynamic park-and-ride.” Although the
study in Kanazawa City had to employ a labor-intensive strategy due
to experiment budget constraints, it managed to provide information
on parking lot vacancy at park-and-ride sites, parking lot vacancy at
the tourist location (Kenroku Garden) site, and a comparison of how
long it would take to get to the destination if the user was to transfer
to a bus (park-and-ride) and how long it would take to get there if the
user was to drive all the way, park in a parking lot, and wait in line. As
a result, users began tomake amodal shift; the responses to the project
questionnaire also highlighted the effectiveness of the effort to make
information available. Providing comparable information on alternative
means of transportation, as these ﬁndings suggest, is thus another facet
of connected mobility (Fig. 3). Instead of concentrating solely on public
transportation and giving users information on public transportation
alone, organizations can couple that data with information on private
car-based travel to make their modal shift initiatives more dynamic.
4.4. Local transportation support project [9]
Bus routes in Japanese cities are established and operated based
on proposals from bus operators. As these bus operators do not always
conduct scientiﬁc marketing activities, however, route schemes often
leave areas of latent demand unserviced—and this creates “no transpor-
tation areas.” There is now thus an increasing number of cases where
government is trying to pick up the slack by introducing community
bus routes, which tend to drawon government support for their operat-
ing costs.
Yokohama City presents an interesting case study, albeit one that I
was not directly involved in. The city itself covers a large expanse with
many “no transportation areas.” Given that the government lacked the
ﬁnancial resources to subsidize bus operations in every “no transporta-
tion area” and that there were many citizens already actively tackling
transportation issues, the city began to conduct preliminary surveys of
bus usage interest in communities where citizens had made proposals,
provide support for trial runs, demonstration experiments, and corre-
sponding evaluations, and create a system for facilitating procedures
in cases where buses could run without the need for subsidies. Bus op-
erators are in control of actual operations, involving city residents to a
signiﬁcant degree. In effect, the citizens are chieﬂy responsible for
attracting enough bus users to turn a proﬁt, while operators concentrate
on ensuring safety, limiting expenses, and making contributions to the
community. The government, meanwhile, works to make the necessary
Fig. 3. Interpreting connected mobility in the context of dynamic park-and-ride.
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of simply trying to emulate new community bus operations in different
cities, the Yokohama City initiative has left the door open to a wide
range of options—from extending existing routes and changing transit
points to operating sedans and vehicles with seating capacities of
under 10. As of December 31, 2013, projects are underway in twenty
districts, ﬁve of which have launched new services of some kind.
This approach is particularly revolutionary, even given the favorable
conditions that a high-density urban center like Yokohama presents,
because it clearly deﬁnes the roles of the government, citizens, and op-
erators in addressing a local transportation problem and lays out a path
toward improved mobility without relying on subsidies. Unlike the
government-directed “civil-minimum” policy approach, the city's prac-
tice of coordinating among the players involved illustrates one form of
connected mobility (Fig. 4).
4.5. Bike-sharing system [10]
Bike-sharing systems began springing up and developing across the
world after Lyons and Paris instituted the Velob and Velib projects in
2004 and 2007, respectively. Although there are numerous examples
of communities following the lead of these two French cities by posi-
tioning their bike-sharing systems within the larger transportation
strategy, taking the spread of personal bikes into consideration, trim-
ming car space, and ramping up construction of bike stations and routes,
Japan has yet to develop such a comprehensive strategy. Disparity is
evident in terms of expenses, too: many foreign communities have
used private-sector initiative—packaged deals for outdoor advertising
contracts in accordance with outdoor advertising regulations andFig. 4. Interpreting connected mobility in the context of role sharing in linvestments of ﬁnancial capital, for instance—to distribute the burden
of expense, but government assistance is a prerequisite for most efforts
in Japan.
I had the opportunity to work on a sharing system at Yokohama
National University, the institutionwhere Iwork. In FY 2013, theuniver-
sity launched a program called “COGOO” that involved three basic
requirements: the system had to have unattended stations, create min-
imal implementation and operation costs across the board, and exempt
the university from the responsibility for any operating expenses.
Drawing on the support of venture companies for development and
pilot program purposes, COGOO installed eight stations serving 60
bikes on campus. The initiative eschews the type of station-to-station
bike quantitymanagement common tomost sharing systems (although
there have been some complaints, users are asked to walk if there are
no bikes available at a given station) and generates revenue by selling
advertising space on the bikes themselves. Maintenance tasks, mean-
while, are handled by the university bike club. Under this setup, the
COGOO project aims to reduce the number of bikes that are purchased
by individual students for use on campus but eventually abandoned
and thrown awaywhen their owners graduate. COGOO also has various
rules in place: bikes are available only to students and faculty for a
maximumof 1 h, and violators are penalized by having their riding priv-
ileges revoked for one week. By making the setup as simple as possible,
incorporating exploitable resources, and adopting a progressively
experimental approach, COGOO has achieved a remarkably high usage
rate of nearly 10 separate trips per bike per day in clear weather. The
project represents another example of connected mobility, particularly
given its use of smartphones, information and telecommunications
technology, and a combination of different resources (Fig. 5).ocal transportation among citizens, city government, and operators.
Fig. 5. Interpreting connected mobility in the context of a university campus-based bike-sharing system.
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Curitiba,which 1992 Earth Summit participants praised as a remark-
able “eco-polis,” has garnered considerable attention for building
the core of its urban planning on a foundation of sustainability. The
ﬁxed-route buses in the city once operated under private management,
as is the case in most South American cities. Curitiba decided to shift
these buses into the control of a government corporation and give the
city government jurisdiction over route planning and fare revenueman-
agement, moves that merged route networking and urban planning ef-
forts and paved the way for policies targeting transfers and discounted
fares. By conducting high-density development along dedicated roads
to create continuous space and freezing construction of new parking
lots in the city center, Curitiba not only established a community envi-
ronment that eliminated the need for private cars but also achieved
environmental sustainability. The city also created links between low-
income housing and the newest bus system to encourage civic partici-
pation, which in turn fostered social sustainability. Curitiba's “trinary”
street system, which arranges trafﬁc in a series of three adjacentFig. 6. Interpreting connected mobility in tdedicated lanes, often captures the spotlight, but what really deserves
praise is the city's multilateral approach to urban transportation. The
fact that Curitiba's anti-car-dependency environmental policies ﬁt
closely together with social inclusion policies and the bus system initia-
tive, which, of course, hinges on optimal distribution of planning and
operating responsibilities, has put the city at the vanguard of connected
mobility (Fig. 6). Curitiba has inspired a wave of efforts grounded in the
same principles, including BRT projects in Bogota and elsewhere and
urban transportation strategies in Medellin. Due to political factors,
however, Curitiba is now facing problems with car congestion.
5. Connected mobility design strategies
What these case studies highlight are the many components that
need to be connected in the formation of mobility: different user seg-
ments, different role spaces, alternative means of transportation, the
various stakeholders in community issues (government, citizens, and
businesses), the provision of information via information and telecom-
munications technology, efforts to cut costs through information andhe context of the Curitiba bus system.
Fig. 7. A framework incorporating connected mobility design.
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ing income, revenue equilibrium through coordination with non-proﬁt
organizations, building location controls and transportation services,
social inclusion for low-income earners and transportation services,
and transportation system planning and operations, just to name a
few. It may be impossible to take every single element into account at
all times, but urban transportation strategies have to keep their objec-
tives and means straight, understand the importance of connections,
and conduct design activities accordingly when addressing mobility.
In the process of devising an urban transportation strategy, a city gener-
ally needs to use analyses of the current situation to design a roadmap
toward speciﬁc objectives—a guide that should make effective use of
existing resources and incorporate monitoring mechanisms, thereby
allowing planners to visualize the interlocking pieces and identify
possibilities for cultivating synergy that makes the whole greater than
the sum of its parts. In that sense, there are many potential keys for
unlocking the solutions to seemingly impenetrable problems as de-
scribed in Fig. 7, which emphasizes complex relations among 1) frame-
work of demand, supply and institution, 2) related actors (violet color),
3) direction (green color), 4) devices (dark blue color) and 5) restraints
(orange color).
6. Conclusion
This paper deﬁned the idea of “mobility design” in the scope of urban
transportation and explored the concept of connected mobility through
case studies that I have been involved in or researched. Although many
important connections in and approaches to urban transportation have
come to light, the process of actually working on such projects has un-
covered many issues to address.
“Mobility” actually amounts to “accessibility” in some cases, espe-
cially when discussing movement in relation to building locations and
similar settings. Thus, there is still some obscurity clouding how the
term ﬁts into the framework of transportation geography.
As numerous researchers have argued, the task of identifying
and sorting out transportation-related connections should focus on
sharing—not vehicle ownership. As it currently stands, though, theconcept of connected mobility has not yet proven this notion in logical
terms.
Some connections link elements that one might call “intangible
assets”—pieces not far from what people have recently begun to term
“social capital.” However, these elements also require further examina-
tion and demonstration.
Transportation planning built around long-term master plans have
for many years paid more and more attention to long-term transporta-
tion demand forecasting, but the lightning-fast changes and complex
web of factors that impact the contemporaryworld havemade it harder
to diagnose present conditions, develop optimal short-term policies,
and put those policies into action. Clearly, the ability to design mobility
as a connected entity and pursue our research topics from that perspec-
tivewill be vital to overcoming the issues highlighted above and helping
the concept of connected mobility ﬂourish. In this aspect, connected
mobility concept could be one of the most important key words to
lead the new trend of mobility society for new centuries.References
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